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On August 28, 2020, the Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (IRAS) issued an e-Tax Guide setting out the income tax, 
goods and services tax (GST), as well as stamp duty framework for Variable Capital Companies (VCCs). In this Client 
Alert, we highlight salient aspects of the tax framework applicable to umbrella VCCs as described in the e-Tax Guide. 

A. VCCs - AN OVERVIEW 

The VCC came into effect on 14 January 2020 and offers fund managers a new corporate structure for investment funds. 
The VCC contains a number of features that address certain challenges faced by fund managers in adopting a traditional 
company or limited partnership structure for investment funds. In particular:  

a. Capital structure and maintenance. The VCC allows for the payment of dividends to and redemption of shares from 
shareholders without being subject to the capital maintenance requirements applicable to companies. Previously, an 
investment fund in the form of a Singapore private limited company would typically capitalize itself through a mix of 
redeemable preference shares and loans or other debt instruments in order to be able to return capital and make 
distributions to comply with the capital maintenance rules, which increases the complexity of the fund's structure. In 
addition, preference shares may be classified as liabilities under certain circumstances for accounting purposes, 
which may have implications on the company's ability to pay dividends or to effect a share redemption. The ability of 
the VCC to redeem shares at net value is thus a particularly useful feature for open-ended investment funds that need 
to do so on a continuous basis, and can also be useful to closed-ended investments funds in redeeming the shares of 
their investors under certain circumstances as permitted under corporate bylaws and/or by agreement prior to the 
termination of the fund. 

b. Segregated portfolios. The VCC can be set up as an umbrella VCC with multiple sub-funds. This allows for cost 
efficiencies through a single board of directors and a single set of service providers (such as fund manager, 
administrator, custodian and auditor), while preventing the cross-contagion of risks and exposures by segregating 
assets and liabilities between each sub-fund and the umbrella VCC, even though the sub-funds do not technically 
have separate legal personalities. 

c. Confidentiality of investor and investment terms. Unlike companies, whose shareholders and constitutions can be 
easily identified and accessed by the public, the VCC ensures confidentiality of investors and the economic terms of 
their investments, as these information and documents are not publicly available. Confidentiality of investor 
information ensures that the fund and fund manager maintain their competitive advantage, while avoiding solicitation 
of investors from third parties-a particularly important consideration for high net-worth individuals and families. The 
fact that the VCC's constitution is not publicly accessible allows for confidential terms and conditions and other 
information to be set out in the constitution instead of only in shareholders' agreements, and therefore enforceable as 
a matter of both company law and contract law. 

From a tax perspective, the lack of separate legal personalities for the sub-funds of an umbrella VCC and the specific 
nature of a VCC's business create a need for specific modifying rules in the tax legislations to achieve tax neutrality vis-à-
vis other forms of business organization and to ensure that VCCs are not availing themselves to tax benefits that are not 
applicable to investment funds.  
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B. INCOME TAX 

As a general rule, the VCC is treated as a company incorporated under the Companies Act and a single legal entity for 
the purposes of the Income Tax Act (Cap 134) of Singapore (ITA), even if the VCC is an umbrella VCC comprising 
multiple sub-funds, each of which is not a separate taxable person. Accordingly: 

1. Tax residence status. The tax residence status of an umbrella VCC will be determined at the umbrella fund level. As 
a practical administrative matter, IRAS will issue certificates of residence (CORs) in the name of the umbrella VCC 
with the name of the relevant sub-fund included in the COR. 

2. Partial tax exemption and start-up tax exemption (SUTE). Partial tax exemption and the SUTE for companies 
apply equally to VCCs, and the amount of exemption or rebate will be computed at the umbrella VCC level. IRAS has 
stated that any exemption or rebate should be allocated by the umbrella VCC "in a manner that it considers fair to 
shareholders". IRAS further clarified how the SUTE conditions will apply to a VCC. The "qualifying company" 
condition for SUTE purposes will apply at the VCC level, i.e. the VCC must be tax resident in Singapore for that year 
of assessment (YA), and the total share capital of the VCC-which in the case of an umbrella VCC would be the total 
share capital across all its sub-funds-must not be beneficially held directly by more than 20 shareholders, all of whom 
must be individuals throughout the basis period for that YA or at least one of whom is an individual holding at least 
10% of the total number of issued ordinary shares of the VCC throughout the basis period for that YA. The first three 
years of assessment of a VCC for SUTE purposes is determined based on the date of incorporation of the VCC, and 
not the registration of its sub-funds. 

3. Taxation of distributions. Distributions made by resident VCCs are exempt from tax when received by shareholders 
under the one-tier corporate tax system. 

4. Tax filing obligations. Only the VCC is required to file estimated chargeable income (ECI) and Form C. Sub-funds of 
an umbrella VCC are not required to do the same. An umbrella VCC will only be required to submit one set of ECI and 
Form C for the entire structure. 

However, specific modifications to the application of the rules in the ITL are necessary to take into account the fact that 
there is segregation of assets and liabilities between sub-funds: 

5. Determining income of umbrella VCCs. The chargeable income of an umbrella VCC is the aggregate of the 
chargeable income of each of its sub-funds, and the chargeable income of each sub-fund is determined as if the sub-
fund is a VCC. In other words, the tax rules for computing chargeable income are to be applied at the sub-fund level. 
Thus, unabsorbed capital allowances, losses and donations are quarantined to each sub-fund, and the shareholding 
test will be considered as satisfied only if there is no substantial change in the holders of shares of the umbrella VCC 
in relation to the sub-fund in respect of which the unabsorbed capital allowances, losses or donations relate. Foreign 
tax credits are similarly computed at the sub-fund level, and therefore, whether the 25% shareholding test is satisfied 
for the purposes of claiming unilateral tax credit for tax paid by a foreign dividend-paying company to a person 
resident in Singapore in respect of its income out of which the dividend is paid will be determined based on the 
percentage held by the umbrella VCC for the sub-fund that the tax credit is to be made. 

6. Applying the section 13Z safe harbour rule. Gains from the disposal of ordinary shares in a VCC are exempt from 
tax under section 13Z, provided that the relevant conditions are met. Where the ordinary shares disposed are those 
issued by an umbrella fund in relation to one of its sub-funds, the shareholding condition is met if, at the time of 
disposal of the VCC shares and throughout a period of 24 months before such time, the transferor holds at least 20% 
of the ordinary shares issued by the umbrella fund in relation to that sub-fund only-the ordinary shares issued by the 
umbrella fund in relation to any other sub-fund are disregarded. Similarly, where the transferor of ordinary shares is an 
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umbrella VCC in relation to a particular sub-fund, exemption under section 13X will only apply if that sub-fund's 
percentage shareholding is at least 20%-the shareholdings of other sub-funds of the umbrella VCC will not be taken 
into account.  

7. Applying the redomiciliation rules. The tax rules relating to the inward redomiciliation of companies will apply to the 
redomiciliation of VCCs at the sub-fund level. Expenses incurred before the registration by an umbrella VCC in 
respect of a sub-fund will only be deductible if incurred for the purposes of that sub-fund's trade or business in 
Singapore, and not for the purposes of that sub-fund's trade or business outside Singapore. Impairment losses of 
financial assets incurred before registration in respect of financial assets acquired on revenue account for a sub-
fund's trade or business outside Singapore will not be taxable when reversed after the VCC becomes registered in 
Singapore. 

8. Winding up sub-fund and tax clearance. A VCC that intends to wind up a sub-fund must obtain tax clearance in 
respect of that sub-fund prior to completion of the winding up process. This is important from a tax administration 
perspective given the segregation of assets and liabilities of sub-funds.  

IRAS has also explained that the specific nature of the type of business that can be undertaken by VCCs (i.e. to be used 
as investment funds) means that many of the tax incentives under the ITA will not be applicable to VCCs. As an onshore 
fund vehicle, a VCC will only be able to avail to three possible tax exemption schemes, namely, exemption of income of 
approved venture capital funds under section 13H, exemption of income of approved companies under section 13R, and 
exemption of income of enhanced tier funds under section 13X. The relevant qualifying conditions under any of these tax 
exemption schemes should be applied at the umbrella VCC level and not at the sub-fund level. Similarly, certain 
deductions under the ITA are not available to VCCs as they are likely to be irrelevant for an entity designed solely to be an 
investment fund vehicle. Examples include intellectual property-related deductions under sections 14A, 14D, 14DA, 14E, 
14V and 14WA, as well as the merger and acquisition allowance under section 37L. A VCC will not be able to claim group 
relief in respect of unutilized capital allowances, losses or donations of another VCC or Singapore company or vice versa, 
even if they otherwise qualify as members of the same group for group relief purposes. 

C. GOODS AND SERVICES TAX 

GST rules are generally applied to umbrella VCCs at the sub-fund level, as each sub-fund is an economically distinct 
enterprise. As such, a sub-fund of an umbrella VCC is required to be GST registered if the total value of its taxable 
supplies or services acquired from overseas suppliers (imported services) exceeds S$1 million on a prospective or 
retrospective basis. GST must be accounted in respect of taxable supplies made by a GST-registered sub-fund to another 
sub-fund of the same umbrella VCC as though they are separate legal persons. A GST registered sub-fund must file its 
own GST returns, and any GST refunds due to a sub-fund will not be used to discharge the GST liabilities of another sub-
fund, even during winding-up of a sub-fund.  

One of the benefits of the umbrella VCC structure is the cost efficiencies that can be achieved by having a single set of 
service providers for multiple sub-funds. As such, it is likely that an umbrella VCC will incur common expenses for the 
benefit of the sub-funds. For GST purposes, these common expenses must be allocated to the sub-funds on a 
"reasonable basis". As an administrative concession, IRAS will accept tax invoices that are addressed to the umbrella 
VCC for input tax claim purposes by a sub-fund, but only if: (a) the expenses are recognized in the sub-fund's financial 
accounts and supported by evidence of payments made from the sub-fund's bank account; and (b) the sub-fund maintains 
alternative documents (such as statements or letters issued to it by the umbrella VCC) that show the portion of expenses 
allocated to the sub-fund, the corresponding GST amounts, and reference to tax invoice issued by the supplier to the 
umbrella VCC. As for expenses incurred by an umbrella VCC in respect of a particular sub-fund, that sub-fund will of 
course be able to claim GST subject to the usual input tax recovery and attribution rules.  
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Sub-funds that are not registered for GST may avail themselves to the GST remission for qualifying funds, provided that 
the umbrella VCC must satisfy the conditions for specific income tax concessions as at the last day of the preceding 
financial year and must be managed or advised by a prescribed fund manager in Singapore. GST incurred on expenses 
(except those disallowed under regulations 26 and 27 of the GST (General) Regulations) by the sub-fund may be 
recovered by applying a fixed recovery rate to such expenses and by filing quarterly Statements of Claims to IRAS based 
on the sub-fund's financial year end. 

D. STAMP DUTIES 

Given the segregation of assets and liabilities between an umbrella VCC and between its sub-funds, dutiable instruments 
in respect of transfers effected between umbrella VCC and sub-funds or between sub-funds will generally be dutiable as 
though the sub-funds have separate legal personalities. An umbrella VCC that acquires assets for a sub-fund must clearly 
provide details of the sub-fund in the dutiable acquisition instrument-otherwise, the acquisition will be treated as being 
made by the umbrella VCC for itself, and any subsequent transfer to another sub-fund will attract another set of duties. 
Additionally, an umbrella VCC must notify the Commissioner of Stamp Duties (CSD) within 14 days of any transaction 
with or between its sub-funds where no instrument of transfer is executed in respect of such transfer, and stamp duty 
would have been payable had an instrument of transfer been executed. In such a case, the notice to the Commissioner of 
Stamp Duties is chargeable as though it is a dutiable instrument of transfer. 

Additional stamp duty considerations may be relevant for VCCs that invest in real estate. Instruments executed by a VCC 
attract the same duties as instruments executed by a company, so therefore instruments relating to the acquisition of 
residential property will be subject to additional buyer's stamp duty (ABSD). If a sub-fund is a property-holding entity 
(PHE) and there is a qualifying acquisition or disposal of shares by a person who is a significant owner of the sub-fund or 
becomes one after the acquisition, additional conveyance duty (ACD) for equity interest in the VCC relating to the sub-
fund will apply. Where a transferor or transferee of shares in the sub-fund becomes a significant owner after cancellation 
or issuance of shares in property-holding VCC entities and the CSD is of the opinion that, on the facts of the case, the 
variation of capital changes results in changes in the holding of equity interests in the PHE which "could not reasonably be 
prevented", ACD would not be charged on the cancellation or issuance of the shares. 
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